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Joan of Arc as prisonnière de guerre1
Abstract
Contrary to what has been previously claimed, the birth of the French term prisonnier de
guerre dates back to long before the early seventeenth century. The corpus of documents which form
the foundation of this article includes some sixty occurrences of the term (in French or Latin) over a
period of more than a century, the earliest dating to 1357. In contrast with previous studies on the
status of prisoners of war which have tended to rely on a modern conception of the term, this present
investigation focuses on contemporary perceptions of those who were designated prisonniers de
guerre in the later middle ages. The significance of this discussion is demonstrated in particular
through the case of Joan of Arc, who, perhaps surprisingly, was considered a prisonnière de guerre by
the English. In her case – which was by no means an exception to the general rule – the status of
prisonnier de guerre derived from the property rights which her ‘master’ (or captor) enjoyed over her.
It did not involve any protection of the prisoner her (or him) self. Contemporary debates around the
status of prisonniers de guerre, when such questions were raised, were focused on the rights of the
master. Perhaps is it more appropriate not to speak of the status prisoner of war but rather the status of
the master of the prisoner of war.
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The term ‘prisoner of war’ is today easily and ubiquitously understood. Both the term and the
concept are deemed to be the creation of the early modern period. The earliest occurrence in a French
dictionary of the term ‘prisonnier de guerre’ is to be found in Jean Nicot’s Thresor de la langue
Française of 1606.2 For England the earliest reference noted in the Oxford English Dictionary is
dated to 1608, and is deemed to be modelled on the French lexical item.3 The same is true of the
occurrence around the same time or a little later of the Italian form prigionero de guerra.4 Research
by Philippe Contamine in the 1990s suggested that the form in French and in Latin (prisonarius
guerre) could be traced back to at least the fifteenth century, although the earliest of the three
examples he cited was 1454. 5 When I published my study of prisoners in the Hundred Years War, I
was able to add a further twelve occurrences of the term in French and Latin.6 At this present stage, I
have amassed sixty-seven examples relating to forty-one unrelated cases and covering a period of
more than a century between 1357 and 1490.
Late medieval prisoners (of war) are virtually everywhere, in narrative sources of all kinds
(i.e. journals, memoirs, chronicles), poetry, miracle accounts, legislative and diplomatic records (i.e.
royal ordinances, peace treaties), administrative records (i.e. safe-conducts, payment orders and
receipts) and legal or normative records (i.e. court cases, legal or chivalric treatises). The search for
the phrase ‘prisonniers de guerre’ had therefore to range very widely, covering a vast amount of
printed and manuscript sources. No doubt there are other late medieval occurrences of the phrase
awaiting discovery. However, any such discovery is unlikely to alter the broader picture that is drawn
in this present study.
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The relatively small number of occurrences indicates that the usage of the phrase was at a
formative stage in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, when it still needed explanation or
justification. Following this premise, we are bound to learn much from a detailed analysis of the
corpus and from the contexts in which the references occur, using both qualitative and, to a smaller
extent, quantitative methods, taking inspiration from Contamine’s important comment: ‘l’apparition et
la diffusion de l’expression “prisonnier de guerre” impliquent une certaine prise de conscience d’un
statut particulier’.7 What was this ‘special status’ and why should it have developed at the time and in
the context it did, i.e. the Hundred Years War? In the first part of this article we shall examine under
what circumstances the expression ‘prisoner of war’ in French and Latin occurred in the later middle
ages, and explore what usage of the phrase tells us about contemporary perceptions of prisoner-taking
and prisoner status in warfare.
Scholars in the past have tried to work out a definition of the status of prisoners of war. For
lack of a better way of conceptualising the relationship between the prisoner and his master, Maurice
Keen compared it to a ‘close chivalrous bond’.8 Avoiding the question of definition, Pierre-Clément
Timbal focused on describing the laws which governed the ransoming process of prisoners of war
from their capture to their release.9 I have attempted in my own analysis more of an all-embracing
approach.10 Going beyond the strict legal confines, I have identified and tested political, juridical and
social principles which affected the fate of prisoners of war. In many earlier studies, the status of
prisoner of war emerges as an elusive concept, imposed on the realities of the late medieval world.
But the prisoner of war of such studies was not the prisonnier de guerre of this present enquiry. He
was, according to modern definitions, any combatant captured by the enemy in war.11 The present
enquiry proposes to take a fresh look at the question of status, avoiding any modern preconceptions.
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This is particularly relevant to the case of Joan of Arc. It has been generally overlooked that
she was indeed called ‘prisonnière de guerre’ in records of a tax raised in Normandy for purchasing
Joan from her Burgundian captors. When Jules Quichérat cited one of these records in 1859, linked to
his edition of the Trial of Condemnation, he gave the crucial passage incorrectly, using the word
‘personne’ rather than ‘prisonnière’: ‘dix mil livres tournois au paiement de l'achat de Jehanne la
Pucelle, que l'en dit être sorcière, personne de guerre, conduisant les osts du dauphin’ (‘ten thousand
livres tournois for the purchase of Joan the Maid, said to be a sorceress, person of war, leading the
armies of the dauphin’).12 Although there have been efforts by Benedicta Rowe and Auguste Léon
Bailly-Maître to correct the error, the dominance of Quichérat’s edition of the trial of condemnation
has ensured that the description of Joan as ‘personne de guerre’ has percolated through most historical
works.13 For instance, it was mentioned in Charles Marie de Robillard de Beaurepaire’s important
study of the estates of Normandy, also published in 1859,14 and has continued to be cited in more
recent works.15 However, as we shall see, there is ample evidence, thanks to the survival of other
records linked to the tax levied in Normandy, that the correct wording is ‘prisonnière de guerre’.
As is well known, Joan was put to death in May 1431 as a relapsed heretic. A letter in the
name of Henry VI, as king of France, following her death indicates that, had she not been found guilty
by the church court, she would have been tried for treason.16 Both situations appear to be at odds with
Joan’s description as a prisoner of war, who might be deemed, following the customs of the times, to
have the right to be ransomed. Noticeably too, it was not Joan’s French allies but the English, her
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sworn enemies, who described her as prisonnière de guerre before they handed her over to the justice
of the Church. There are two possible ways of interpreting this. We could argue that it is proof of the
deviousness of the English who denied a protection or immunity which their acknowledged prisoner
of war ought to have enjoyed according to the ransom practices of the period. Such an interpretation
would support traditional French historiography, according to which the English breached chivalric
conventions in their handling of Joan of Arc.17 Alternatively, we may need to reconsider the status of
prisoner of war. Discourse on the trial and execution of Joan of Arc has changed in recent years.
Historians now largely accept that political and socio-religious factors were bound to withhold from
Joan the protection normally associated with the status of prisoner of war.18 But why then the English
would specifically designate Joan of Arc as a prisoner of war at all? The second part of this article
explores the case of Joan within the context of her politico-religious position and of the concept of
‘prisoner of war’ in this period.
[LINE-SPACE]
The French term prisonnier appears in the 12th century, deriving from the Latin prehensio or
prensio (for seizing, grasping, taking hold of).19 The Latin prisonarius is not attested before the 13th
century:20 it can, therefore, be reasonably assumed that it derives from the French ‘prisonnier’ rather
than the Latin term being derived from the French. Not all prisonniers (and prisonarii) were
necessarily prisoners of war. The Romans had used the Latin word captivus to designate a prisoner
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taken in warfare.21 Legal treatises in Latin from the late middle ages and beyond which drew on
earlier Roman law continued, not surprisingly, to use the term captivus.22 Yet, the Latin form
prisonarius guerre or prisonarius de guerre had started to spread in the first half of the fifteenth
century. The first Latin occurrence prisonarius guerre so far discovered dates to 1421.23 The AngloNorman form prisoner de guerre and the French form prisonnier de guerre predate the Latin term.
The first occurrences in Anglo-Norman discovered date back to the mid-fourteenth century.24
All are closely related to the royal chancery of Edward III. The earliest is included in a licence
delivered on 30 December 1357 by Edward III to the count of Ventadour, ‘nostre prisoner de guerre’,
captured at Poitiers, which allowed him to return temporarily to France. We can find two earlier
references to the Latin form ‘priso de guerra’ in Rymer’s Foedera but these are in the headings added
by the editor and are not found in the actual texts of the documents.25 Furthermore, Rymer was not
over careful in his transcriptions. If we were to follow his edition, then an act of King John II of 1358
appears to include the earliest continental French occurrence of prisonnier de guerre. John, then a
prisoner in England, issued a letter in which he acted as surety for the provisional release of another
prisoner of the battle of Poitiers (1356), Bonabes de Rouger, lord of Derval.26 However, checking the
text of the original manuscript, Rouger was not Edward III’s ‘prisonnier de guerre’, as Rymer gave it,
but the English king’s ‘prisonner’ or ‘prisouner de guerre’.27 French records issued from the royal
chancery in the aftermath of the battle of Poitiers have also been searched; they do not include any
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occurrence of the French form prisonnier de guerre.28 Presumably, the French king’s act of 1358 was
drawn up by an English clerk, perhaps in Edward III’s service. Following this assumption, the current
state of research suggests that the phrase originated in England in Anglo-Norman, in the particular
context of the battle of Poitiers. The unprecedented number of prisoners captured and purchased by
the crown nay have played an important role in this genesis. To date, all known uses of the AngloNorman form occur in the reign of Edward III.
In the second half of the fourteenth century, we find a variant of the French phrase used
occasionally: ‘prisonnier de bonne guerre’. In January 1375, John Hastings, earl of Pembroke,
acknowledged that he had been purchased by Bertrand Du Guesclin from the hands of King Henry II
of Castile, of whom he was ‘vray et loyal prisonnier de bonne guerre’.29 Without going into detail
here, ‘bonne guerre’ related to the concept of just war, which overlapped with public as opposed to
private war, the latter being a circumstance in which prisoners were not supposed to be taken or
ransomed.30 The phrase prisonnier de bonne guerre continued to be used into the fifteenth century and
beyond, but by then it had already been supplanted by the shorter form prisonnier de guerre.31
This French form seems to emerge in the first half of the fifteenth century. The earliest
occurrences so far discovered are in the chivalric treatise Les fais d’armes et de chevalerie of
Christine de Pizan (1410).32 Three manuscripts have survived that are more or less contemporary with
the composition of the work.33 The earliest surviving copy, preserved in the Bibliothèque Royale in
Brussels, is known to have belonged to John the Fearless, duke of Burgundy (d. 1419).34 It includes
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nine occurrences of ‘prisonnier(s) de guerre’.35 Christine’s book did not spread widely until the end of
the fifteenth century when it was printed in French by Antoine Vérard in 1488, and translated into
English and printed by William Caxton in 1490.36 Caxton’s translation includes the first known
occurrences of the English form ‘prysoner(s) of werre’.37 Giving to Christine de Pizan the credit that
she deserves, it should be noted that Honorat Bovet’s Tree of Battles (c. 1386-89), her avowed source
of inspiration, did not include any reference to the phrase ‘prisonnier de guerre’.38 Evidence shows
that the French form and its Latin derivatives started to become more common from the second
decade of the fifteenth century. The majority of the references to prisonniers de guerre and its Latin
derivative prisonarius de guerra belong to the field of administration of justice.39 A comparably small
number is found in royal legislation40 and in financial records.41 From the mid-fifteenth century
onwards we can see that the phrase had spread to narrative sources – the earliest so far discovered is
in Jean Chartier’s Chronique de Charles VII (c.1455) – which could be interpreted as a significant
stage in its becoming commonplace.42
This attempt to capture the genesis of the phrase prisonnier de guerre shows the antecedence
of the French (and Anglo-Norman) form over the Latin form, indicating that the emergence and
diffusion of the French phrase prisonnier de guerre does not result from a simple French
appropriation or ‘vernacularisation’ of the Latin captivus. The phrase arose from a need to create, or
fix, a new category of prisoners during the Hundred Years War.
How then did contemporaries use and understand the status of prisonnier de guerre? And
who were the prisoners to whom this term was applied? Those who can be identified were mainly
35
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combatants of noble status. The most famous are David II (Bruce), king of Scotland (1359),43 Charles
d’Artois, son of the infamous Robert d’Artois (1361, 1364),44 the English captain John Talbot, earl of
Shrewsbury (1449),45 and William Neville, Lord Fauconberg.46 But we also find two members of the
Brimeu,47 a middling noble family, namely Florimont (1432)48 and Guérart (1446).49 This application
of the term is not surprising since individuals issuing from noble or princely lineages were more likely
than commoners to be spared and to leave traces in surviving records.50 A member of the clergy who
took up arms could be considered as a homme de guerre and treated as such.51 Gilles de Lorris, bishop
of Noyon, who was captured by Anglo-Navarrese troops in August 1358 and handed over to Edward
III, was ransomed by the latter as his legitimate ‘prisoner de guerre’.52 This example illustrates that
the privileges of the ‘upper’ order of the clergy were deemed to be on a par with those of the secular
nobility. Proven non-combatants, or peasants, on the other hand, were not authorised to take up arms
and fight, let alone to kill anyone, unless royal ordinances had expressly instructed them otherwise.53
Naudin Vaudet, a ploughman, along with others, killed three ‘companions’ who had been taken as
‘prisonniers de guerre’ when they tried to escape. He was prosecuted by the prévôt of Pierrefonds for
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having killed them, even though royal ordinances authorised peasants to take up arms against
Dauphinists in Picardie.54
Any ‘irregular’ fighters (i.e. acknowledged non-combatants who took up arms) faced criminal
prosecutions since they could not enjoy the status of legitimate soldiers.55 Yet at a time when there
was no permanent army, the demarcation between the combatant and the non-combatant was not
always so well defined.56 Several occurrences of the phrase prisonniers de guerre are found in cases
where there were questions over the status of the captured individual. The defence of Lancastrian
Normandy against internal threat from the so-called ‘brigands’ in the 1420s initiated a reflection
around the status of homme de guerre and prisoner of war.57 Royal ordinances issued following a
meeting of the estates of Normandy held in Caen (some time in the 1420s) established that individuals
found lurking in the woods and by the roads with the intention of capturing subjects of the English
crown had to be handed over to justice ‘and by the said justice examined so that they could be
questioned in order to ascertain whether they should be punished or reputed as soldier; if the latter, by
justice, they would be handed back to those who took them’.58 This ordinance ruled on the ways of
waging war which were proper or improper for a homme de guerre. Lurking in the woods or by the
roads were deemed improper, or at least very suspicious. On the other hand, there was no apparent
reason to question the status of a homme de guerre who was captured while riding on a horse in good
company. John Stille, esquire, gaoler of Carentan, expressed his surprise when he was told that
Guillaume Leheux, the man whom he had held in his prison for five weeks and five days, had proved
54
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to be a ‘brigan et larron de boys’. For Stille there was no doubt that Leheux should be regarded a
‘prisonnier de guerre’ since he had not previously sworn allegiance to Henry VI (or his father) and
‘had been captured whilst riding a horse together with enemies of the said lord (i.e. the king)’.59 The
authorities agreed with Stille. Such a loose demarcation, based on appearances, between the criminal
and the regular soldier was bound to create confusion.60 In order to make sure that he did not violate
the rules, the English esquire William Godebec took his prisoner, Jean de Mathan, to the earl of
Suffolk, then besieging Mayenne, ‘so as to establish whether the latter should be considered as a
prisonnier de guerre or punished as a criminal… our cousin declared that he was to remain and be
prisonnier de guerre of his master, and afterwards was put to ransom and finance by the said
master.’61 In this effort to separate regular from irregular fighters, the title of prisonnier de guerre
appears as an enviable and protective status which saved captives from criminal prosecutions. But it is
important to note that this effort resulted from stricter governmental policy which aimed at curbing
the threat to the safety of the Norman subjects and at defending the English tenure of the duchy.62 The
purpose of this policy was less to protect the prisonnier de guerre than to limit the number of
combatants who could wriggle out of the hands of the authorities and take up arms again after paying
a ransom.
Reflecting on the subject of ‘prisonniers de guerre’, Christine de Pizan asked ‘whether a
demand might be made of a prisoner for gold or silver or some other thing of value of the sort that is
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customary in matters of war, since,’ she argued, ‘mercy is properly due to a prisoner’.63 Her answer
suggests a compromise through a sensible appeal to the master for moderation: ‘care should be taken
that the ransom is not so excessive that the man is ruined by it’. Most of Christine’s questions relating
to the issue of ‘prisonniers de guerre’ concern ransoms.64 This is hardly surprising. Ransoms were a
key element in defining the status of prisoner of war, as is revealed by the fact that prisoners of war
and ransoms are closely linked in many of the cases in our corpus of references. In 1434, the
departing captain of the garrison of Essay gave specific and detailed instructions to his attorneys
regarding his ‘prisonniers de guerre’ who were to be ransomed in accordance to the usages of war.65
In 1436, Pierre le Porc, a Norman knight, claimed his share of the ransom of Thomas Aulton who had
been taken ‘prisonarius de guerra’ by two men in le Porc’s company.66 In the context of ‘guerre
guerriable’, Guillaume Derot argued before the Parlement of Paris that prisoners of war were
accustomed to be released through the payment of a ransom.67 In our corpus there are two examples of
princely contributions toward the payment of a ransom for the release of ‘prisonniers de guerre’.68 In
theory, only hommes de guerre could be ransomed as prisonniers de guerre - or so a parish priest of
Sucy-en-Brie argued before the court of the Parlement of Paris in 1421. He complained that he and
other priests in his company had been taken, imprisoned and ransomed as prisoners of war (‘prisonarii
guerre’), even though they were not men of war (‘homines guerre’).69 In 1433, Guérin Maucaire, a 28year-old fisherman from Poissy who lived in the English obedience, complained to the authorities that
he had been captured and ransomed by an English captain ‘comme prisonnier de guerre’.70 The use of
‘comme’ is revealing. It implies that ransom was a defining feature of the status of prisoner of war
which was not supposed to be applied to a non-combatant and an obedient subject such as himself. In
practice, however, ransoming was endemic in the Hundred Years War and affected the non-combatant
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too, merchants and peasants alike.71 To be a homme de guerre was not as strong a defining feature of
the status of prisonnier de guerre as the fact of being to be put to ransom.
It is tempting to infer, therefore, that the prisonniers de guerre identified in this period
enjoyed a form of protection which was a guarantee to be ransomed. Joan of Arc’s interrogators asked
her on 14 March 1430 ‘whether it is a mortal sin to take someone for ransom and to put him to death
as a prisoner’, implying that the Church regarded it a cardinal sin to kill a man who had been taken for
ransom.72 The case is well known. Joan of Arc had captured a Burgundian combatant called Franquet
d’Arras at Lagny. Instead of a ransom, she hoped to exchange him with a Parisian lord in the hands of
the English, but as she heard that this lord was dead, she handed over Franquet to the bailli of Senlis,
who wanted this self-confessed murderer, thief and traitor to be prosecuted. The trial lasted two
weeks, at the end of which Franquet d’Arras was found guilty, sentenced to death and executed. This
killing did not ultimately feature in the charges that were held against Joan. Arras was not killed from
Joan’s hands. Indeed, he was taken for ransom in the first place, and only later on was he charged as a
criminal. But this had also been the fate of Guillaume Leheux, and in all likelihood, of many other
‘brigands’ who fell into the hands of the English. Incriminating Joan on that account amounted to
challenging English rule in Normandy.
From a broader perspective, there was a significant underlying issue to the ransoming
business. What would happen to a prisoner who turned out not to be able to pay his ransom?
According to Jean Régnier, writing from his prison in Beauvais in 1432, the prospects for such a man
were particularly grim.73 In reality, therefore, ransoms should not be seen as the prerogative of the
prisoner of war but rather as the right of the master: the right to derive a profit from the captured
prisoner of war. This important nuance is best illustrated by the master’s choosing or being compelled
to cede or transfer the right over his prisoner to a third person, usually in return for the equivalent of
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what the ransom might have been, or for reasonable compensation. The royal right to acquire ‘great
captains, princes of the royal blood and also chieftains and lieutenants empowered by the said kings’
captured by their subjects, in return for reasonable compensation features in virtually every single
indenture of war between the duke of Bedford, regent of France, and his captains.74 This royal
reservation of high-ranking prisoners seems to date back to earlier in the Hundred Years War. It may
have been introduced into royal indentures after the battle of Crécy.75 The clause changed over the
years, becoming more detailed and extensive.76 As a rule, it was common practice throughout the
Hundred Years War to sell prisoners to a third party within and outside military society.77 Through
these transactions, captors derived a profit while washing their hands of the fate of their captives and
of the responsibility for holding them.
Ultimately, therefore, what best describes the status of the ‘prisonnier de guerre’ is not the
ransom, but the (tradable) property right that the master enjoyed over him. The idea raised by such
thinkers as Bovet or Pizan that all manner of prisoners and booty belonged to the crown since it paid
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the wages of its soldiers,78 did not reflect reality. In 1424, the earl of Stafford, when ruling over the
fate of the Norman esquire Jean de Mathan, decided that he would not be punished as a criminal but
that ‘he would remain a prisoner of war of his master’.79 The turn of phrase is striking. Before
defining a status as prisoner of war (as opposed to that of a criminal), Stafford established the
individual property right of the master over the ‘prisonnier de guerre’.80 This property right is
reflected in our corpus through the extensive use of possessive adjective preceding ‘prisonnier de
guerre’, or the use of a possessive phrase (X who was the prisonnier de guerre of Y).81 The best
example of such emphasis is to be found in a royal order which, paradoxically, interfered with this
private business. In the late 1430s, captains and baillis in Normandy were ordered not to deliver safeconducts to prisoners held by their men. The same order applied to the prisoners of the captains and
baillis themselves: ‘se non seullement pour les propres prisonniers de guerre de eulx’.82 Such a
property right implied that the master could dispose of the body of the prisoner as he wished. When in
1424 the English knight John Fastolf claimed Henri de Lidan and Denis Sauvage as his ‘prisonniers
de guerre’, despite the fact that the two men were merchants belonging to the same political obedience
as his own, it was because he hoped to lay his hands on them and force them to pay money they owed
to him.83 The court went along with the argument of the two merchants who claimed their right to
remain in prison in the Châtelet of Paris where they had been detained as debtors or guarantors and
not as ‘prisonniers de guerre’. The palpable fear of the merchants to be regarded as prisoners of war
and handed over to Fastolf, who wished to enjoy ‘the same right over them as the enemies did’ (‘le
droit sur eulz tel que avoient les ennemis’), sheds a very different light on the protection that the status
of prisoner of war was supposed to confer.
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The lawsuit which included the greatest number of occurrences – six – of the phrase
prisonnier de guerre debates the extent of the masters’ property rights. The hearings of this
fascinating case between Sir William Bucton and Guillaume Derot, a Parisian master of arts, took
place in 1434.84 The two parties were vying for the precedence of their right over a French knight,
Jean de la Haye; Bucton as La Haye’s master and Derot as La Haye’s creditor. La Haye had
committed to pay 100 saluts d’or to Derot for the ransom of one Jean Hertaing. Bucton contested the
validity of this obligation which had been made against, and indeed disregarded, the interest of
himself as his master. Drawing on the Roman postliminium, the English knight compared his property
rights over his ‘prisonnier de guerre’ to those of a master over his serf. Derot dismissed the legal basis
of this argument as outdated and argued that, according to the usages of war, La Haie was ‘a knight
and a free man and the English knights and lords whom the enemies took or held prisoners [were] not
slaves.’85 The French knight, therefore, was fully entitled to enter into a commitment to pay the 100
saluts d’or to Derot. The court eventually acknowledged the validity of La Haye’s obligation toward
Derot, but did not make any explicit stance regarding the status of prisonnier de guerre.86
This case emphasises the link between the emergence of the (French) phrase prisonnier de
guerre and a correlated status. However, the content of the debates and the decision of the court show
how ill-defined the status was at that time. A claim in court in 1434 that prisoners of war were slaves
seem most surprising. It was unthinkable for Pizan that anyone should enslave fellow Christians in
war: ‘we have now abandoned the laws of the ancients that permitted to place in servitude or slaying
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prisoners.’87 But then what were those captured in war? What exactly were their rights? Ultimately,
the prisonnier de guerre was at the mercy of his maître (master), the official title of the holder of a
prisoner in the middle ages, the vocabulary being wholly reminiscent of the relationship between the
master and the slave!
In a case concerning the Borgne de Nocé, the fact that he was acknowledged a ‘prisonnier de
guerre’ did not save his life. We know very little about de Nocé save for this case, which is found in a
letter of the treasurers and general-governors of the finances of the king in France and Normandy to
the élus sur les aides de la guerre and the vicomte of Caen. The letter relays an order of Henry VI to
pay 600 livres tournois to William Herdson, an English esquire, by way of reward for the loss of his
legitimate ‘prisonnier de guerre’, the Borgne de Nocé, in December 1438.88 Nocé is described in this
letter as ‘chef et conditeur’ of a company of men belonging to the enemy. He had been captured and
taken to Lisieux by Herdson over the course of 1438. The seneschal of Normandy, informed of this
capture and of the great harm that Nocé had caused especially in the vicomtés of Auge, Orbec, PontAudemer, Caen, Falaise and Argentan, through committing ‘innumerable oppressions to the great
prejudice of us, our lordship and above mentioned subjects’ asked for the prisoner to be handed over
to justice. The captors normally received a meagre reward of 6 livres tournois, much lower than a
possible ransom.89 But Nocé was a bigger catch: a man ‘de grant emprinse et convaigne’. Herdson
obediently surrendered his captive to the seneschal, ‘even if by law he was his prisonnier de guerre’
who, according to the English esquire, had offered to pay 3,000 saluts d’or for his ransom. In other
words, the authorities had accepted that Nocé was Herdson’s prisoner of war. Nocé, however, was
found guilty by his judges and ‘for his demerits [was] sentenced to death and executed’. The English
authorities agreed to make a gesture toward Herdson because he had lost a prospect of profit. A royal
order was issued to grant him 600 livres tournois in ‘recompensacion’. The money would be levied on
the inhabitants of the six vicomtés in which Nocé had caused so much trouble. But why might the
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English authorities specifically designate Nocé as a ‘prisonnier de guerre’ when they had already
proceeded to his trial and execution as a criminal? The answer can be found by considering the case
of Joan of Arc.
[LINE-SPACE]
Joan was captured on 23 May 1430 before the walls of Compiègne by men in the retinue of
Jean de Luxembourg, a vassal of Philip the Good, duke of Burgundy.90 Martin Billoré, vicaire général
of the great Inquisitor of France and the University of Paris, already suspecting Joan of heresy,
immediately summoned the duke and his vassal to surrender her to the Church.91 Initially their
summons had no effect. Things changed, however, when the English king publicly interfered, offering
money for the hand-over of Joan of Arc. Negotiations took place over the summer through the
mediation of Pierre Cauchon in his capacity as bishop of Beauvais, in whose diocese Joan had been
captured.92 An assembly of the three estates of Normandy gathered in Rouen sometime in August
1430 gave its consent for 10,000 livres tournois ‘au paiement de l'achat de Jehanne la Pucelle’, to be
levied on the Norman population as one element of the total aide of 120,000 livres tournois.93 Royal
orders were issued to that effect in September. A letter of the University of Paris reveals that Henry VI
had been placed in possession of Joan by 21 November.94 We can therefore assume that by then the
10,000 livres tournois had been fully paid to the Burgundians. We know that whilst awaiting the tax
to be collected, funds from the royal coffers and from the royal entourage had been used.95 Joan was
at Le Crotoy between 21 November and 9 December, reaching Rouen on 23 December 1430, where
she was lodged in the castle.96 On 3 January 1431, Henry VI ordered her gaolers that they ‘give and
deliver…without raising any obstacle, the said Joan to the said Reverend Father in God [i.e. Pierre
90
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Cauchon], whenever they are required to do so’, for the purpose of her prosecution.97 Her trial on the
charge of heresy officially began on 9 January 1431.98
Joan of Arc is referred to as ‘prisonnière de guerre’ in four separate records, all relating to her
purchase by the English from the hands of her Burgundian captors. On 6 December 1430, John
Bruyse garde des coffres of Henry VI, acknowledged receipt from Pierre Surreau, receveur général of
Normandy, of the sum of 5,249 livres tournois 10 sous 10 denier ob. (more than half the total sum due
for the purchase of Joan) as repayment of a sum of 2,696 nobles d’or.99 Following a royal order issued
on 30 October 1430, this gold had been drawn from royal coffers (presumably money brought from
England when the king crossed to France in April) ‘pour avoir Jehanne qui se dit la Pucelle,
prisonnierre de guerre’, as it is expressed in the document. This terminology in referring to Joan of
Arc as a prisoner of war has already been noted by historians but without attracting any particular
attention or comment.100 The reason may lie in the fact that three other references to Joan as
prisonnière de guerre have been largely overlooked.
As noted earlier, the 10,000 livres tournois for the purchase of Joan of Arc formed part of a
much larger tax of 120,000 livres tournois granted by the estates of Normandy in August 1430.101
Following a normal procedure for such tax levies, the sum was apportioned between the different
Norman vicomtés. At the beginning of September, the English knight, Thomas Blount, treasurer and
general governor of the finances, and Pierre Surreau sent orders to the vicomtes and to the ‘esleuz sur
le fait des aydes’ to divide the contribution of each vicomté or group of vicomtés across the different
localities. Three orders relating to five vicomtés have survived. Their historical value lies in their
reiteration of the justification for the tax, including 10,000 livres tournois to be spent on the purchase
of Joan of Arc.
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There is a notable discrepancy between Quichérat’s edition of the letter sent to the vicomte of
Argentan and Exmes and the other two letters which both survive as manuscript originals. As we have
seen Quichérat gave the article relating to the purchase of Joan of Arc as follows: ‘dix mil livres
tournois ou paiement de l'achat de Jehanne la Pucelle, que l'en dit être sorcière, personne de guerre,
conduisant les osts du dauphin’.102 ‘Personne’ was an error for ‘prisonnière’. Quichérat’s error is
easily explained. The original of the document which he cited was no longer extant but two copies of
it had been made in the eighteenth century, one of which was preserved in the Bibliothèque d’Orléans
and the other in the Académie des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres in Paris. Although these copies were
also lost, the historian of Orléans, Denis Lottin had made a transcript of the ‘Orléans copy’ before it
disappeared, publishing it in the first volume of his Recherches historiques sur la ville d’Orléans.103
Lottin also gave the crucial word term as ‘personne’, not ‘prisonnière’. This error had therefore crept
in either at the initial copying of the original document or when Lottin made his copy of the ‘Orléans
copy’. From a palaeographical point of view, the appearance of the two words personne and
prisonnière is relatively close.104 We know of Lottin’s error because two other orders concerning
other vicomtés survive as originals. Benedicta Rowe, using the vidimus of the order concerning the
vicomtés of Neufchâtel and Gournay,105 and Auguste Léon Bailly-Maître, in an edition of the order
concerning the vicomté of Montivilliers, both give the correct text: ‘dix mil livres tournois ou
paiement de l'achat de Jehanne la Pucelle, que l'en dit être sorcière, prisonniere de guerre, conduisant
les osts du dauphin’. 106
Joan of Arc was probably the first ever ‘prisonnière de guerre’, i.e. the first woman to be
called and recorded in the sources as a ‘prisoner of war’ in the French feminine form of the phrase.
However intriguing this may seem to us, this feminisation of the masculine form prisonnier de guerre
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should not be over-interpreted. There was no obvious ‘masculine primacy’ in medieval French.107
Professions and titles, for instance, could be found in both masculine and feminine forms. Joan of
Arc, herself, before she was considered a ‘prisonnière de guerre’ by her enemies, had been regarded
as a ‘chevetaine principalle’ by her allies.108 The French language of the medieval period was less
‘masculinised’ than it became in the nineteenth century and as it still is today.109 Regardless of gender
form, the use of the phrase ‘prisoner of war’ to qualify Joan of Arc and the particular context in which
it was used demands an explanation.
The 10,000 livres tournois for the purchase of Joan of Arc had been granted by the estates of
Normandy.110 These estates comprised a small body of representatives of the three main ‘estates’ or
groups in Norman society – the church, the nobility and the bourgeoisie – who acted as a
representative assembly of the whole duchy. Never before had the Norman estates been so regularly
summoned than under the Lancastrian regime, meeting at least once a year between 1419 and 1449.
They met twice in 1430.111 The ‘revival’ of this institution resulted, at least partly, from a perpetual
state of war under the Lancastrian regime. Supporting this view, Christopher Allmand observed a
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close parallel between the meetings of the estates and the ‘events, all too often the crises, of the
moment’.112 The authorities needed the estates to vote taxation for the defence of the duchy and, albeit
more rarely, to pursue the war effort outside its confines. Why then would they agree to a tax for the
purchase of Joan of Arc from the Burgundians?
As a general rule, Norman towns and the Norman elite (which included in their ranks
Englishmen who had been granted confiscated lands or who had purchased property)113 were
favourable to the Lancastrian government.114 The capital, Rouen, where the estates gathered in August
1430, was no exception. After the initial damages caused by the conquest of Normandy, Henry V and,
especially, John duke of Bedford tried to restore peace and stability in the duchy and to bring
prosperity to it. Buoyed by its trading activity, Rouen experienced an economic renewal from 1425 up
until at least 1436.115 The Lancastrian regime had secured the loyalty and support of the clergy of the
duchy as well as its urban aristocracy, who made a profit from this situation.116 At a time when it may
have looked like the danger of war was receding or moving far away from Normandy, the actions of
Joan of Arc were bound to raise fear among the Rouennais and, more generally, among the Normans
as a whole.117 As a matter of fact, a large number of members of the chapter of Rouen, including the
future archbishop of Rouen, Raoul Roussel, turned out to play a part – a significant part indeed, in the
opinion of the historian Albert Sarrazin – in the trial and execution of Joan of Arc.118 There was
another major incentive for the Rouennais at this point. The presence of Henry VI in the Norman
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capital from July 1430 was bound to stir up demonstrations of loyalty.119 According to Guillaume
Manchon, a notary who took part in the trial of condemnation and who testified at the trial of
rehabilitation in 1456, Joan of Arc ‘was led to the town of Rouen, and not to Paris, because, so he
believed, the king of England was present in Rouen, with the leading men of his council.’120 The
presence of the king in Rouen during the whole trial is likely to have served a well-defined purpose.
As Anne Curry puts it, ‘what better challenge to the Maid and the king she stood for than to maintain
the source of royal authority in the very place where she was being tried and humiliated’.121
The English needed the financial assistance of the Normans. Joan of Arc, who was a French
subject causing trouble in France, could not be purchased with money raised from English taxpayers
in England.122 For their part, the Normans, who had a vested interest in a status quo in Normandy,
were willing to lift the threat that Joan of Arc represented. Rouen was a safe place where to hold the
trial, arguably safer than Paris. At the same time, trying Joan in the capital of the duchy could justify
the financial contribution of the Norman population for her purchase. Unfortunately, the debates
which took place between the representatives and the English authorities during the meeting of the
estates have left no trace. However, it is possible to extrapolate the outline of the English justification
for the 10,000 livres tournois to be spent on the purchase of Joan of Arc from the surviving orders to
the vicomtes for collection of the tax. As we have seen, it was specified in these orders that: ‘Dix mille
livres tournois ou paiement de l'achat de Jehanne la Pucelle, que l'en dit estre sorciere, prisonniere de
guerre, conduisant les ostz du daulphin’. These descriptions were not randomly attributed to Joan of
Arc. They were meaningful and deserve close scrutiny.
The accusation of sorcery comes first. In their letters to the Burgundians in the aftermath of
Joan’s capture (May-July 1430), the University of Paris, the vicar of the great inquisitor of France and
Pierre Cauchon, the bishop of Beauvais, demanded that Joan of Arc be handed over to the justice of
the Church because of the great offences that she had committed against God, the Church and the holy
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faith. More particularly, she was held responsible for the spread of ‘ydolatries, erreurs, mauvaises
doctrines et autres maulx et inconveniens inestimables’ within the kingdom of France.123 The
suspected crime was heresy, in a broad sense. In his letter, however, the bishop of Beauvais added two
more specific charges: ‘sortileges’ and ‘invocacions d’ennemis’ (i.e. demons), which related more
closely to sorcery.124 This is perhaps evidence of the political alignment of the bishop with his English
masters. Cauchon was also conseiller ecclésiastique of the duke of Bedford and maîtres des requêtes
de l’hôtel of Henry VI.125 It can be suggested that the suspicion of heresy was replaced by, or perhaps
boosted by, that of sorcery in the discourse to the Norman estates at the meeting of August 1430 in
order to emphasise the gravity of Joan’s offences to a public and largely non-clerical audience.
The interrogation during her trial suggests that her judges did indeed contemplate the idea of
charging Joan of Arc with sorcery – they asked her questions on that topic – but they eventually
dropped it for lack of sufficient evidence.126 The words ‘heretica, relapsa, apostata, idolater’ could be
read on the mitre she wore on her way to the stake.127 These were the crimes of which she was found
guilty. Sorcery was not included. Arguably, the image of sorceress was more evocative and inspired
more fear than that of heretic.128 For Philippe Contamine, the English may have considered Joan of
Arc as an authentic sorceress, because otherwise their defeat would have been inexplicable.129 Three
years after her execution, in June 1434, the duke of Bedford described Joan of Arc as a ‘disciple and
leme of the fende called the Pucelle that used fals enchantement and sorcerie’.130 In terms of legal
procedure, the difference between sorcery and heresy mattered little. Both crimes fell within the
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jurisdiction of the Inquisition in the late Middle Ages.131 In using these words, it was made clear by
the Lancastrian administration – whether or not this was debated in the meeting of the estates – that
she would be prosecuted by a tribunal of Inquisition.
It may seem surprising, or even contradictory, to regard Joan of Arc as both a prisonnière de
guerre and someone who was about to be tried on charge of sorcery. In the opinion of Cauchon, in his
letters to the duke of Burgundy and Jean de Luxembourg in July 1430, Joan of Arc was not to be
considered ‘prise de guerre’ (taken in war), given the suspicions of heresy that hung over her.132 His
objection had less to do with any protective status than with the fact that money was to be spent on
her acquisition. It was the duty of any Christian to denounce heretical behaviours, and a Church
offence to stand in the way of the inquisitorial procedure: anyone who gave comfort or protection to
heretics, or who released them from prison without the consent of the bishop or the inquisitor, or else
who prevented the holding of their trial, was punishable with excommunication.133 Such a threat,
however, was never made against the Burgundians who were openly violating canon law in turning a
deaf ear to the summons of the University of Paris and the French Inquisition. Politics prevailed in
this instance: the dukes of Burgundy and Jean de Luxembourg, the two most powerful allies of Henry
VI, could not literally be forced into surrendering their captive.
To the great dismay of the bishop, the captors who seized Joan of Arc, in arms and in war,
regarded their captive as a legitimate prisoner of war from whom they could hope to derive a
substantial profit, and not as a suspected heretic who should be handed over to the justice of the
Church. The fear of having Joan of Arc released through the payment of a ransom was explicitly
stated in the letters of the University of Paris prior to Cauchon’s intervention; after expressing praise
for her capture, the letter continued ‘this would be an intolerable offence against the divine majesty if
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this affair remained as it is [i.e. that Joan of Arc was not handed over to the justice of the Church] or if
it turned out that this woman was, by any means, released or escaped, something that some of our
enemies are said to be actively working on, or, what is even worse, by way of finance or ransom’.134
The Church did not, and could not, buy heretics, but secular authorities could certainly buy prisoners.
The official involvement of the English crown eventually solved this issue.
We have seen how English indentures of war bound any captains and their men to hand over
their ‘important’ captives to the crown in return for reasonable compensation. The Burgundians were
seemingly not held by such terms. Or so, at least, the indenture of war between Philip the Good and
Henry VI negotiated with Cardinal Beaufort on 12 February 1430 suggests.135 The duke undertook to
serve for three months with a contingent of 1,500 men-at-arms and the same number of gens de trait,
but the contract did not include any details regarding the capture of prisoners.136 This is the reason
why the Lancastrian government (through Cauchon) had to come up with a different deal which made
no mention of any commitments concerning prisoners arising out of indentured service. The deal
included two options, although the second was to be put forward only if the first was rejected.137 In
the first option, the authorities were prepared to pay, by way of remuneration for ‘those’ who held
Joan, a sum of 6,000 francs on top of an annuity of 200 or 300 livres for the Bâtard of Wandonne who
had actually captured her.138 The alternative option was not necessarily more generous but involved
more cash and was therefore less convenient for the English, although it explicitly emphasised the
authority of Henry VI as king of France. If the first offer was declined, Cauchon would invoke ‘le
droit, usaige et coustume de France’ according to which the king could acquire any higher ranking
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prisoner of great public standing, such as a king, a Dauphin or any other prince, in return for a
maximum of 10,000 francs. Any rebuttal from the Burgundians to the second suggestion could be
perceived as an overt challenge to the authority of Henry VI as king of France. This pressure exerted
on the Burgundians further substantiates the danger, to which the University of Paris referred, that
Joan of Arc might be released through the payment of a ransom.
The invocation of this French ‘droit, usaige et coustume’ is intriguing. Its origins are
relatively obscure. There is evidence of prisoners before Joan whose ransoms were fixed at 10,000
francs. Such was the case of Guillaume de Graville in 1364,139 or John Devereux in 1373.140 Maurice
Keen also drew attention to a contract between Jean d’Armagnac and Ramonet de Sort in the late
1380s by which d’Armagnac would only be entitled to a portion of booty and ransoms equivalent to,
or exceeding, 10,000 francs d’or.141 More revealingly, an English indenture of war between John of
Gaunt, duke of Lancaster, and Sir Thomas Percy in 1386 explicitly stipulated that the duke would
have all prisoners worth over 10,000 francs d’or in ransom on payment of that same sum to the
captor.142 If we follow Christine de Pizan, writing in 1410, this rule was widespread within
Christendom:143
So it was formerly, although by grace at the present time, through long custom in France and
elsewhere, what they conquer may be left to warriors if what they capture is not of such great
value that it surpasses the sum of ten thousand francs. In this case, whether it is a prisoner or some
object, it is turned over to the king, who is obliged to give to the soldier in question, whoever he
may be, the amount of ten thousand francs.

Interestingly, however, her source of inspiration, Honorat Bovet’s Tree of Battles (c.13861389), makes no mention of this custom. The closest we come to it is in his chapter on the treatment
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of prisoners where Bovet claimed that a prisoner, fearing for his life, could always ransom himself for
10,000 francs d’or.144
In short, ‘le droit, usaige et coustume de France’ invoked by Cauchon in 1430 must have
existed in France – the reference to the franc may suggest that it originated in the reign of Charles V
when the gold franc was first struck – and had not disappeared even three decades into the fifteenth
century. That said, clear mentions of the custom, or even vague allusions to it, remain scarce. A
comment in a military treatise written in 1454 suggests that if it had been once relevant, this had not
been the case for some time.145 There is no explicit evidence of its enforcement by the French crown
during the whole of the Hundred Years War apart from in the case of Joan. All this gives the
impression that Cauchon and the English had tried hard to find a way of leaving no option for the
Burgundians but to hand over Joan.
The justification for the purchase of Joan of Arc, as recorded in the orders dispatched to the
Norman vicomtés, summarises the situation well. In highlighting the suspicion of sorcery (‘que l'en dit
estre sorciere’), the authorities justified the need to make Joan face the justice of the Church. In
presenting her as a ‘prisonniere de guerre’, they justified her purchase from the Burgundians. In
placing her at the head of the French army, ‘conduisant les ostz du daulphin’, they justified the
application of the old French custom and therefore the payment of 10,000 francs (or, in this instance,
livres tournois).146
Since Joan of Arc was bought by Henry VI with the money of his Norman subjects, whom he
ruled as king of France, she belonged to him. The point was clearly expressed in royal letters issued
on 3 January 1431 by which the bishop of Beauvais was authorised to take Joan out of prison as he
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pleased during the time of the trial, but that ‘it is our intention (i.e. the king’s) to reclaim the said
Joan, if it happened that she was not found guilty of the charges… relating to our said faith’.147 The
king asserted his entitlement to do with her what he wished if she was not found guilty by the Church.
We find a similar line in letters sent on Henry VI’s behalf to the duke of Burgundy in June 1431
following Joan’s execution. If she had not been found guilty of ‘crimes of divine les-majesty’ (i.e.
heresy) by the church court, the king claimed that she would have had to face the secular justice of his
officers, ‘for it is legitimate, given the great damages and inconveniencies, the horrible homicides and
despicable cruelties against our lordship and our loyal and obedient people’.148 As we can see, in
English eyes, the status of prisonnière de guerre did not confer on Joan of Arc any form of protection.
Nowhere in the letters which Henry sent to the emperor, the clergy and the bonne villes of France
after her death, did he try to explain or apologise for a hypothetical breach of the protection that this
status was supposed to confer.149
[LINE-SPACE]
As we have seen, seven years later a similar situation occurred with the Borgne de Nocé. The
English authorities acknowledged the need to pay a reward for the capture of this ‘malfaiteur’. If they
highlighted the fact that he was the legitimate ‘prisonnier de guerre’ of William Herdson, it was only
to justify the levy of the exact amount of the reward on the Norman vicomtés affected by de Nocé’s
criminal activities. In both this case and that of Joan, the recognised status of prisonnier de guerre
highlighted the property rights of the master and that these rights could be sold for money. Following
this logic, it was not impossible to be a prisoner of war and tried as a common criminal, like Nocé, or
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‘…c’est nostre entencion de ravoir et reprendre pardevers nous icelle Jehanne, se ainsi estoit qu’elle ne fust
convaincue ou actainte des cas dessusdiz ou d’aucun d’eulx ou d’autre touchans ou regardans nostre dicte foy’ :
Procès de condamnation, eds. Tisset and Lanhers, i. 15.
148
‘… ainsi que faire nous estoit raisonnablement licite, attendu les grans dommages et inconvéniens, les
horribles homicides et détestables cruaultés à l’encontre de nostre seignourie et loyal peuple obéyssant’. The
content of the letter addressed to the duke of Burgundy, on 28 June 1431, was copied verbatim by Burgundian
chroniclers. See for instance, Enguerrand de Monstrelet, Chronique, ed. L.-C. Douët-D’Arcq (6 vols., Paris,
1857-62), iv. 442-7. The document is cited and discussed in P. Contamine, ‘Après le bûcher : la campagne de
propagande de la royauté franco-anglaise au sujet de Jeanne d’Arc, en juin 1431’, in B. Dumézil and L. Vissière,
eds., Epistolaire politique, I : Gouverner par les lettres (Paris, 2014), pp. 215-225, at p. 221. On Henry’s
intention to try her on another count if she happened not to be condemned as a heretic, see Curry, ‘Les Anglais’,
pp. 84-5.
149
Contamine, ‘Après le bûcher’, pp. 215-25.
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as a heretic, like Joan of Arc. Once a prisoner fell into royal hands, the crown had the choice of
ransoming its prisonniers de guerre, keeping them in prison or trying them on any charge.150 The
unique trial for heresy of a prisonnière de guerre was the result of the most unusual profile of Joan of
Arc: a prophet and a female warrior who fought relentlessly for the cause of the enemy. The lengthy
process of royal acquisition of the prisoner, throughout which the Joan of Arc was called a
prisonnière de guerre, demonstrates, in a most striking way, the full significance of the private rights
that masters enjoyed over their prisonniers de guerre. Since the Burgundian captors were not
officially bound by the terms of any war indenture to hand over Joan of Arc, the English authorities
had to revive a half-forgotten French custom to this effect. Not only did this custom test the authority
of Henry VI as king of France, but its application also necessitated the payment of a huge 10,000
francs to the Burgundians. The need to raise this money on the Norman subjects and to justify this
expense ultimately secured her the status of prisonnier de guerre. But what sort of status was this?
Some fifty years have passed since Maurice Keen carefully attempted to reconstruct the legal
framework in which late medieval wars were fought. This very ambitious study, witness of an
immense erudition, both dispelled the myth of unrestrained savagery in medieval warfare and laid the
foundation of future research in the field of pre-modern ethics of war. Two main theses lay at the core
of Keen’s study: first, chivalry or chivalrous obligations became formalised in a law, which was
referred to as droit des armes, jus armorum or the law of arms in the late Middle Ages; secondly, this
law of arms bridges the gap between the Roman jus gentium and modern international laws of war.
The first thesis is epitomised by the notion of a close chivalrous bond – itself close to the bond of
vassalage even if in some ways stricter – to describe the relation between the prisoner and the master.
However, the close examination of the emergence of the phrase ‘prisoner of war’, which I have
presently carried out, tells a different story, which largely ignores the recommendations of chivalric
treatises to which Keen had perhaps given too much consideration and significance.151

150

For another example of prisonnier de guerre acquired by the crown, but subsequently released (against the
payment of a ransom?), see Appendix, no. 20 (1432).
151
Maurice Keen’s interpretation of such chivalric treatise as Bovet’s Tree of Battles as a practical handbook for
soldiers has come under severe criticism in N.A.R. Wright, ‘The Tree of Battles of Honoré Bovet and the Laws
of War’, in War, Literature and Politics in the Late Middle Ages, pp. 12-31.
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In many respects, the attribution of the status of prisonnier de guerre to Joan fits the general
picture drawn by our corpus of references. It does more, in fact, since it highlights in a most vivid way
the brutal reality of what contemporaries understood by prisonniers de guerre. The late medieval
prisonnier de guerre was not first and foremost a combatant whose life ought to be spared, but rather
an individual who could be traded (like a slave), either ransomed, exchanged or sold, and for whom
even the crown had to pay the master. The prisonnier de guerre was primarily defined by their
economic value which derived from the manifest property rights of the master in the prisoner. That
said, the corpus also shows that there were debates around the status of prisonniers de guerre which
went beyond this strictly economic perspective. Yet Christine de Pizan’s call for mercy did not reach
or permeate governmental policies, or indeed the world of the combatants. Against all expectations,
William Bucton could still maintain in court in 1434 that his prisonnier de guerre was nothing but a
slave who was in no position to do anything without the express consent of his master. We can
ultimately conclude that the late medieval emergence of the French phrase prisonnier de guerre did
indeed correlate with a specific status, but it was the status of the master rather than that of his
prisoner of war.
RÉMY AMBÜHL
University of Southampton
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Appendix
List of references to prisonniers de guerre and its Latin derivatives (14th and 15th c.)

DATE

PHRASE

DOCUMENT

REFERENCE

1.

1357, XII.30

prisoner de guerre

Licence

Rymer, ed., Foedera, vi. 74

2.

1358, VII.7

prisonnier de guerre

Contract

TNA, E 30/76; published in Rymer,
ed., Foedera, vi. 95

3.

1359, II.21

prisoner de guerre

Licence

TNA, E 39/96/6; published in
Rymer, ed., Foedera, vi. 117-9

4.

1360, X.2

prisoner de guerre

Licence

Rymer, ed., Foedera, vi. 214-5

5.

1361, III.10

prisoner de guerre

Diplomatic
correspondence

P. Chaplais, ed., ‘Some documents
regarding the fulfilment and
interpretation of the treaty of
Brétigny (1361-1369)’, Camden
Miscellany, xix (1952), p. 11.

6.

1361, XI.15

prisoner de guerre

Contract

J.-J. Champollion-Figéac, ed., Lettres
de rois et reines et autres
personnages des cours de France et
d’Angleterre (2vols., Paris, 1839-47),
i. 133-4.

7.

1364, XI.20

prisoner de guerre

Diplomatic
correspondence

Rymer, ed., Foedera, vi. 456

8.

1376, VIII.9

prisoner de guerre

Contract

Rymer, ed., Foedera, vii. 121-2

9.

1410152

Prisonnier(s) de guerre
(9x)153

Chivalric treatise

KBR, mss. 10476, fol. 66r, 96v,
105r, 106r, 118r

10.

1421, XII.6

prisonarius
guerre/prisonarios suos
guerre (2x)

Court record

AN, X2a 16, fol. 428-31, 451-2

11.

1424, II.28,
V.4

prisonnier de guerre (3x) Court record

AN, X1a 4793, fol. 384v, 397r;
published in English suits, pp. 29 and
33

12.

1426, V

prisonnier de guerre (2x) Royal pardon

AN, JJ 173, no. 538 ; published in
Chronique du Mont-Saint-Michel
(1294-1376), ed. S. Luce (2 vols.,
Paris, 1879-83), i. 244

152
153

Approximate date of the completion of the work in which the references can be found are in italics.
Number of occurrences is specified in brackets when it exceeds one.
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13.

1426, VII.27

prisionarius de guerra

Court record

AN, X1a 9191, fol. 34v

14.

1427, VII

prisonnier de guerre

Royal pardon

AN, JJ 173, no. 700

15.

1428, IV.24

prisonnier de guerre

Order

BL, Add. Ch. 3622

16.

1430, IX.3

prisonniere de guerre

Order

BL, Add. Ch. 10976

17.

1430, IX.3

prisonniere de guerre

Order

BnF, Nouv. Acq. Fr. 1482, no. 94

18.

1430, IX.3

prisonniere de guerre

Order

Procès de condamnation, ed.
Quichérat, v. 178-80

19.

1430, XII.6

prisonnierre de guerre

Receipt

Procès de condamnation, ed.
Quichérat, v. 190-2

20.

1432, VIII.5

prisonnier de guerre

Receipt

BnF, P.O., 929, Cressy, no. 2

21.

1433, III.23

prisonnier de guerre

Royal Pardon

AN, JJ 175, no. 230

22.

1434, IV.15

prisonnier de guerre (2x) Court record

23.

1434, VII, 21

guerre presioneriis/
guerre prisionerii/
prisionerios guerre/
guerre prisonerios (4x)

Court record

AN, X2a 20, fol. 72r-73r

24.

1434, IX.17

prisonniers de guerre

Power of attorney

BnF, Ms. Fr. 26058, no. 2352

25.

1434, XII. 22

prisonnier de guerre (6x) Court record

AN, X1a 4797, fol. 215ro-216ro (see
also no.)

26.

1436, VII.7

prisionarii de guerra

Court record

AN, X1a 9193, fol. 146r

27.

1436, VIII.4

prisionarium de guerra

Court record

AN, X1a 9193, fol. 156v-157r

28.

1436, IX.28

prisonarius de guerra

Court record

AN, X1a 9193, fol. 177rv

29.

1438, II. 18

prisonniers de guerre
(2x)

Mandement

BnF, Ms. Fr. 26064, no. 3412.

30.

1438, XII.20

prisonniers de guerre

Truce agreement

BL, Add. mss. 11542, fol. 90 et sq. ;
published in Documents inédits pour
servie à l’histoire de la guerre de
Cent Ans dans le Maine de 1424 à
1452, ed. André Joubert (Mamers :
G. Fleury et A. Dangin, 1889), pp.
31-8 (at p. 34)

31.

1438, XII. 20

prisonnier de guerre

Mandement

BnF, Ms. Fr. 26065, no. 3647

32.

1445, V.18

prisonnier de guerre

Receipt

ADN, B 1988, fol. 172v

33.

1446, III.20

prisonnier de guerre

Receipt

ADN, B 1988, fol. 202v

34.

1449, IX.6

prisonarius guerre

Court record

AN, X1a 78, fol. 271r-272r.

35.

<1450

prisonnier de guerre

Narrative

Histoire de Charles VI, ed. J.A.C.

AN, X1a 4797, fol. 156v-157r, 162r
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Buchon (Paris, 1836), p. 565.
36.

1454, I. 22

prisonniers de guerre
(3x)

Court record

AN, X1a 4804, fol. 178r

37.

1455

prisonniers de guerre
(3x)

Narrative

Jean Chartier, Chronique de Charles
VII, Roi de France, ed. A. Vallet de
Viriville (3 vols., Paris, 1858), ii. 87,
92 and 172

38.

1459, VII.7

prisionarius de guerra

Court record

AN, X1a 88, fol. 75-7v; published in
R. C. van Caenegem, ed., Les arrêts
et jugés du Parlement de Paris sur
appels flamands, conservés dans les
registres du Parlement 1320-1351
(Brussels, 1966-77), ii. 145, no. 397.

39.

1460s

prisonniers de guerre

Narrative

Jean le Fèvre de Saint-Rémy,
Chronique, ed. F. Morand (2 vols.,
Paris, 1876-81), ii. 267

40.

1477, IX. 27

prisonniers de guerre
(2x)

Court record

Archives Générales du Royaume,
Grote Raad van Mechelen, reg. 796,
no. 2, pp. 2-6 ; published in Robert
Van Auswaarden, ed., Portugais
devant le Grand Conseil des PaysBas (1460-1580)(Paris, 1991), pp.
125-136

41.

1489

prisonnier de guerre (2x) Narrative

Philippe de Commynes, Mémoires,
ed. B. Mandrot (2 vols., Paris, 1903),
ii. 79

